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Abstract. Given binaural features as input, such as interaural level difference and interaural phase difference, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)
have been recently used to localize sound sources in a mixture of speech
signals and/or noise, and to create time-frequency masks for the estimation of the sound sources in reverberant rooms. Here, we explore a
more advanced system, where feed-forward DNNs are replaced by Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). In addition, the adjacent frames
of each time frame (occurring before and after this frame) are used to
exploit contextual information, thus improving the localization and separation for each source. The quality of the separation results is evaluated
in terms of Signal to Distortion Ratio (SDR).
Keywords: convolutional neural networks, binaural cues, reverberant
rooms, speech separation, contextual information
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Introduction

Sound source separation has been studied for a long time, with implementing methodologies such as independent component analysis [1], computational
auditory scene analysis [2], and non-negative matrix factorization [3]. More recently, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [4] and Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) [5] have shown state-of-the-art performance in source separation [6–8].
This paper studies the problem of separating two speakers in rooms with different reverberation, which is a common scenario in real life. A target speech signal,
corresponding to the main speaker, is disturbed by an interferer speaker, located
in variable positions. This problem has already been studied in [8], where the
target speech is separated by generating a time-frequency (T-F) mask, which
is obtained by training a DNN by using binaural spatial cues such as mixing
vectors (MV), interaural level difference (ILD) and interaural phase difference
(IPD). The methods have limitations for more reverberant rooms, in particular
when the training room used is different from the room used in the testing set.
In recent years, different types of approaches have been developed to overcome
these issues. In [9], the introduction of spectral features such as the Log-Power
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Spectra (LPS) along the spatial cues, proved to be useful where one of the two
speakers is replaced with noise. The last layer of the DNN is a softmax classifier,
which estimates the Directions Of Arrival (DOAs) of the sources. This information is used to build a soft-mask for the target source. In [10, 11], the soft-mask
is directly estimated through a regression approach by training a single DNN.
Other neural network structures, such as CNNs, are neural networks designed
to process data in the form of multiple arrays (such as images with three colours
channels) and contain convolutional and pooling layers [5]. CNNs have been used
to estimate the DOA for speech separation in [12] and trained using synthesized
noise signals, but recorded with a four-microphones array.
In this paper, we present a system that is able to perform source localization
and source separation. Here, the relatively simple system of DNNs already introduced by Yu et al. in [8] is upgraded to a deeper system based on CNNs, in order
to exploit the increased computational power available in modern GPUs, aiming
for a better separation quality. In addition, contextual frame expanding [10] is
introduced, which uses the information from neighbouring time frames before
and after a given time frame. This gives a better estimation of each T-F point
of the soft-mask because the DOA is estimated by checking if a speaker is still
active in the time frames around the one that has been estimated.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed method, including the overall CNN architecture employed, the low-level
feature extraction for the CNN input, and the output in the training stage and
the system implementation. Section 3 describes how the soft-masks are generated starting from the output of each CNN. Experimental results are presented
in Section 4, where evaluations are performed and analyses are given, followed
by conclusions of our findings and insights for future work in Section 5.

2
2.1

Proposed Method
System overview

A system of CNNs, shown in Figure 1, is used to localize the direction of one
or more speakers in a speech mixture. This system integrates the information
from several CNNs, each one trained with the information from a narrow frequency band. The outputs are then merged together to get soft-masks, which are
used to retrieve the speech source from the audio mixture, as shown in Figure
1. The Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) on the left and right channels
is calculated. The results are two spectrograms XL (m, f ) and XR (m, f ), where
m = 1, · · · , M and f = 1, · · · , F are the time frame and frequency bin indices
respectively. For each T-F point, low-level features (i.e. ILD and IPD) are calculated and used to train the CNNs. These features will be introduced in more
detail in Section 2.2. The low-level features are arranged into N blocks, each one
containing the information from a small group of frequency bins and the output
is a probability mask containing the information from just a narrow frequency
band. Each of the N = 128 blocks, labelled n, includes K = 8 frequency bins in
the range ((n − 1)K + 1, · · · , nK), small enough to reduce losses in resolution
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Figure 1: Diagram of the system architecture using CNNs.
in the resulting probability output mask, where K = F/N and N is the number
of CNNs. Each block is used as the input of a different CNN for the training
stage, each output is a softmax classifier, which gives the probability for a sound
source to come from one of the possible J DOAs, so it contains J values between
0 and 1. As explained in section 3, a series of soft-masks can be generated by
stacking all the CNNs outputs, one for each test set j and by ungrouping each
block into 8 frequency bins. The binaural soft-masks are multiplied element-wise
by the mixture spectrograms and, after applying the inverse STFT (ISTFT), the
target source can be recovered.
2.2

Low-level features

The binaural features used are IPD and ILD, have been already introduced for
sound localization in [9] [10]. They are used to derive high-level features which
are easy to classify. IPD and ILD are the phase and the amplitude difference
between the left and the right channels. By putting them in one vector, one can
obtain, for each T-F unit:
T

x(m, f ) = [ILD(m, f ), IP D(m, f )] .
Each ũ(m, f ) is grouped into N blocks along the frequency bins, which represents
the input vector of each CNN:

T
x(n,m) = xT (m, (n − 1)K + 1), · · · , xT (m, nK) .

3

Soft-masks construction

An output mask is created by exploiting the contextual time frame information
from the neighbouring frames. A number of time frames τ is selected before
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and after a given central time frame τ0 ∈ 1 · · · M , where M is the number of
time frames in the spectrogram. Each group of frames is thus composed of C =
2 × τ + 1 time frames. This operation is looped for all the τ0 ∈ 1 · · · M . All the M
groups are concatenated and each frequency band is fed into a different CNN for
training. In the output, the central time frames τ0 are selected and concatenated
to generate a probability mask with the correct size M . The probability mask
for each CNN looks like the one shown in Figure 2(a), representing the DOA
probability as a function of the time frame. By averaging over all the time frames
and the frequency bands, the highest value indicates the most probable DOA.
The next step is selecting the entire row corresponding to the highest DOA
probability. This row represents the target soft-mask for that specific frequency
band. As last step, all the probability masks are stacked in order to build the
T-F soft-mask for the target speech, shown in Figure 2(b).

(a) Example of probability mask for
one of the 128 CNNs.

(b) Target soft-mask.

Figure 2: Probability mask and soft-mask.

4
4.1

Experiments
Experimental setup

Binaural audio recordings are created by convolving a speech recording with
Binaural Room Impulse Responses (BRIRs), captured in real echoic rooms [13].
The BRIRs dataset was recorded around a half-circular grid, ranging from −90◦
to 90◦ with steps of 10◦ , for a total of J = 19 DOAs. A dummy head located
at the center of a given reverberant room has been used, with left and right
microphones, as shown in Figure 3. The training set has been produced by using
speech samples from the TIMIT dataset, containing recordings of sentences from
different male and female speakers, sampled at f s = 16 kHz, high enough for
our task. The training samples are randomly selected single reverberant speech
recordings, 8 males and 8 female speakers, recorded at 19 different DOAs, each
one being ≈ 2.3 s long. For the testing set, the same experimental setup and
parameters as in [8] have been used. Two different speakers, named the target and
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Figure 3: The experimental setup.
the interferer, have been randomly selected from the TIMIT database for the two
genders and mixed, for a total of 15 reverberant speech mixtures for each DOA, ≈
2.3 s long each. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. Both the target and
interferer are located 1.5 m away from the dummy head, and the three objects
have the same height. The amount of reverberation depends on the parameters
of the room selected, listed in Table 1, where room ‘A’ is less reverberant and
‘D’ more reverberant. The STFT is performed where the Hann window is set
to 2048 (128ms) samples with 75% overlap between the neighbouring windows,
so the resulting training and testing samples are 75 time frames long each. The

Figure 4: Structure of a CNN.
parameters for each CNN in Figure 4, are found empirically and gave the best
performance in our experiments. The first part of the CNN is used for features
learning. There is a convolutional input layer with 32 feature maps, kernel size
(3, 3), batch normalization, followed by a max pooling layer with pooling size
(2, 2) (or (1, 1) for τ = 0, to keep the right dimensions) and a 10% dropout
layer. The second part is for classification. We used a 1024 neurons dense layer,
with batch normalization and 10% dropout. The output is another dense layer
with 19 neurons. The rectified linear activation function has been used for both
the convolutional and the hidden dense layer, while the softmax is used in the
output. The number of epochs is set between 60 and 200, the batch size is set
to 200 and the cost-function is the categorical cross-entropy.

Room
Type
ITDG(ms) DRR(dB) T 60(s)
A
Medium office
8.73
6.09
0.32
D Large seminar room
21.6
6.12
0.89

Table 1: Rooms acoustic properties.
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(a) SDRs evaluation: train room A, test room A, target at 0◦ .

(b) SDRs evaluation: train room D, test room D, target at 0◦ .

(c) SDRs evaluation: train room A, test room D, target at 0◦ .

(d) SDRs evaluation: train room D, test room A, target at 0◦ .

Figure 5: SDR plotted against the DOA, target at 0◦ .
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(a) SDRs evaluation: train room A, test room A, target at −90◦ .

(b) SDRs evaluation: train room D, test room D, target at −90◦ .

(c) SDRs evaluation: train room A, test room D, target at −90◦ .

(d) SDRs evaluation: train room D, test room A, target at −90◦ .

Figure 6: SDR plotted against the DOA, target at −90◦ .
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4.2

Signal to Distorion Ratios (SDRs) evaluation

Figures 5 and 6 show the Signal to Distorion Ratios (SDRs) evaluation for the
target fixed at 0◦ or −90◦ , for variable positions of the interferer speaker. The
dots indicate the average SDR over the test set at each DOA and are connected
by continuous lines, dashed lines are the correspondent standard deviation. The
cases where the interferer is in the range [0◦ , +90◦ ] will be omitted for a better
visualization of the plots. When target and interferer are aligned (i.e. from the
same direction), it is virtually impossible to separate the two speakers by using
spatial features only, so they have been excluded from the plots as well.
In Figures 5 and 6, the system named CNNs τ = 0 has been trained and tested
without using any contextual information from the neighbouring time frames,
while CNNs with τ = 1 and τ = 3 include τ contextual frames before and after
each time frame. The last system, named DNNs, is a three dense layers DNNs
system, similar to the one tested by Yu et al. in [8], here included as a baseline.
The average improvement over all the DOAs compared to the baseline system,
∆SDR, is shown in Table 2.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the cases in which the room used for training
Target Train Test ∆SDR(τ = 0) (dB) ∆SDR(τ = 1) (dB) ∆SDR(τ = 3) (dB)
0◦
A
A
−0.58
+0.25
−1.32
0◦
D
D
+0.74
+1.24
+0.61
0◦
A
D
+0.03
−0.13
−1.41
0◦
D
A
+1.41
+0.79
−0.92
−90◦
A
A
−2.03
+0.80
+0.23
−90◦
D
D
−2.12
+1.63
+1.89
−90◦
A
D
−0.09
−1.61
−1.82
−90◦
D
A
+0.10
+0.60
+0.84

Table 2: Average improvement on the SDRs for the CNNs at different τ compared
to the DNNs baseline.
and testing is the same. For room ‘A’, the CNNs with τ = 1 system performs
the best among the four systems tested, with ∆SDR ≈ 0.25 dB. The SDRs
are in the range ≈ [10, 13] dB in Figure 5(a) for τ = 1, giving a very good
separation quality on the listening tests. The SDRs decrease while the interferer
approaches 0◦ , because the binaural features contain less information when the
differences in level and phase between left and right microphones are small. For
room ‘D’, the CNNs with τ = 1 give optimal results, as shown in Figure 5(b),
with ∆SDR ≈ 1.23 dB. The SDRs are in ≈ [6, 10] dB, a good separation quality
for a room with such a high reverberation level. The standard deviation, which
is on average ≈ 3dB, highly depends on the gender selection of the mixtures.
In fact, where the speech recordings are from speakers of different genders, the
frequency overlap is less compared to the case of same gender speakers, which
means they are easier for the CNNs to localize.
Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show the cases where the training and testing room do not
match. In this case, all the four systems perform slightly worse than the case in
which training and testing rooms are the same, as they need to adapt to a type
of reverberation that was not included in the training data. Figure 5(c) shows
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that DNNs and the CNNs with τ = 0 and τ = 1 have similar performances.
Instead, in Figure 5(d), the τ = 0 CNNs system has the best separation quality,
with ∆SDR ≈ 1.41 dB. Both in Figure 5(c) and 5(d), the CNNs with τ = 3
give by far the worst performance.
In all the Figures 6 the target is fixed at −90◦ . In Figures 6(a) and 6(b), training
and testing rooms are the same. In Figure 6(a) again, the case with τ = 1 shows
the best performance, with ∆SDR ≈ 0.71 dB and SDRs in ≈ [3, 6] dB. In Figure
6(b), unlike Figure 6(a), the case τ = 3 performs slightly better than τ = 1, with
∆SDR ≈ 1.68 dB and SDRs in ≈ [0, 3] dB. In both cases, τ = 0 gives by far the
worst separation results, suggesting that the contextual information improves
the system in the localization task, especially in challenging scenarios when the
target is located at wide angles. In the cases of room mismatch, plotted in Figures
6(c) and 6(d), all the four systems have difficulty in retrieving the target, with
SDRs on average below 0 dB.

5

Conclusions and future work

We presented a system of CNNs trained with binaural features and contextual
information from the neighbouring time frames, where we used the outputs to
build T-F masks. We applied these masks to speech mixtures to retrieve a target
speaker. A system with a three dense layers DNNs had already been successfully
tested for the same task in [8], showing some limitations, especially when the
reverberation time of the testing room is long. As can be seen in Table 2, the systems of DNNs and CNNs with no contextual information, can be considerered
complementary, the separation quality depending on the training and testing
rooms parameters. In general, when some contextual information is introduced,
the CNNs outperform the DNNs baseline. In particular, when a small τ is chosen,
optimal results can be obtained, as summarized in Table 2. A possible explanation could be that introducing a large amount of contextual frames might
include frames belonging to the interferer speaker, resulting in degradation in
separation performance. Other works, such as [11], where a DNN is used for
speech enhancement, suggest the use of a larger amount of contextual information, but they show how this is strictly related to the amount of training data,
the neural network used and the task at hand. We have also tested the CNNs
in more extreme conditions. In particular, when the target is fixed at −90◦ , its
contribution arriving at the far-side ear is attenuated as compared to that of
the near-side ear, which makes the separation task more challenging. Moreover,
testing the networks in mismatched conditions, where the CNNs have to adapt
to a new type of reverberation, in addition to the target located at wider angles,
is a very challenging scenario, as shown in Figures 6(c) and 6(d). Listening tests
indicate that the target source is not separated, suggesting that none of the four
systems tested has been effective.
As a future work, we believe that introducing the information from a regression
model, along with the classification model presented in this paper, could further
improve the separation perfomance, especially in rooms with longer reverbera-
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tions and when the target is placed at wider angles. Moreover, we want to extend
the system for the underdetermined case, with more interferer speakers.
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